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The rapid growth of short-form online video is impacting
the media landscape; with Millennials in particular

increasingly prioritising the mobile friendly content. As
YouTube and other short-form platforms look to enter into
the subscription sphere, long-form video platforms need to

consider ways of adapting content to better suit all
occasions and devices.

This report looks at the following areas:

• The importance of short-form video
• The impact of new music streaming services

The music subscription market has undergone significant changes over the last year, with Spotify’s
dominance being challenged by multiple new entrants, including Tidal, Apple Music, YouTube Music Key
and Prime Music. Mintel’s consumer research suggests a challenging road lies ahead in capturing the
currently small paying music subscription consumer base. Music streaming services need to convince
more free users to upgrade by expanding and diversifying their offerings.

The once booming e-book market is beginning to stall, facing the resilience of the print medium and
increased investment and interest in the audiobook format. Price is currently the primary appeal of e-
books, but going forward e-book producers can look to put experience front and centre through further
investment in the ‘enhanced e-book’ concept.
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Mobile devices catching up with laptops
Figure 13: Activities on devices, June 2015
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Few express concern regarding fair pay for artists
Figure 14: Audio media preferences, June 2015
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Figure 20: Attitudes towards online video adverts, June 2015

Millennials more comfortable with use of browsing data

Little willingness to pay to remove ads
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